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Keeping your business safe
We don’t think it’s fair that businesses are targets of cybercriminals. As a leading cyber
assessment company, we’re on a mission to help our customers tighten their cyber exposure
before their business can be disrupted. Our ethical hackers and the tools they’ve created provide
a complete view of your security posture with solution-based insights that facilitate and prioritize
remediation efforts.

We offer scalable full stack cyber assessment
solutions to reduce your attack surface:
Network Security

Web Application Security

Cloud Security

Outpost24 provides easy to
deploy and intuitive solutions
to help you continuously
identify, remediate and mitigate
vulnerabilities on your network.
Automated vulnerability scanning
is performed on a frequent basis
to discover vulnerabilities that are
then rated and reported with a
recommended remedy.

As more and more companies are
embracing agile development cycles,
Outpost24 blends manual penetration
testing with automated scanning to secure
DevOps quickly and easily. Scanning both
web server, application layers as well as
the infrastructure it runs on, our solutions
offers a cost-efficient, accurate and easy
way of assessing web applications.

Whether you are moving to
the cloud (e.g. AWS, Azure) or
deploying containerized apps
(e.g. Dockers, Kubernetes),
Outpost24 offers automated
and continuous monitoring of
your workload to secure data on
public, private and hybrid cloud
infrastructure.

Penetration Testing
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Our Products
Outpost24 is a leading cyber assessment company focused on enabling its customers to
achieve maximum value from their evolving technology investments. By leveraging our full
stack security insights to reduce attack surface for any architecture, Outpost24 customers
continuously improve their security posture with the least effort.

Network Security

Web App Security

Cloud Security

Internal Network
Vulnerability Security

SWAT
The Secure Web Application

Elastic Workload
Protector

HIAB (hacker-in-a-box) is an

Tactics (SWAT) is the most accurate

With EWP networks and servers are

automated security solution that

vulnerability management solution

automatically discovered. Its unique

enables organizations to assess and

for web applications available in

cloning technology runs cloud

manage technical threats against

the market. It offers customers a

security diagnosis in the server clone

internal networks. HIAB™ is installed

combination of state-of-the-art web

and keep the original production

within the internal network and

application scanning tools and

server untouched to minimize

identifies vulnerabilities on all servers,

experienced security technicians

business disruption.

workstations and other devices. With

to deliver results with zero false-

HIAB, scanning, reporting and

positives and full vulnerability

all data analysis is performed within

coverage.

the appliance – ensuring that data

External Network
Vulnerability Security

Appsec Scale
Appsec Scale delivers an automated

and effective action plan.

your remediation effort with a clear

web application security testing
solution that compliments Outpost24
SWAT and PEN testing. This

tool that enables organizations to

production safe solution can easily

assess and manage their external

onboard applications at scale,

network vulnerabilities. OUTSCAN

and continuously monitor their

works from Outpost24’s secure

vulnerability profile. In fact, the

operations center, as a SaaS, to

Appsec engine is the same as the one

scan network perimeters, identify

used in SWAT which means it learns

vulnerabilities and provide simple

as SWAT learns. Combined with

reports to identify cost efficient

vulnerability management, Appsec

remediation.

Scale gives you a more complete
view of your application risk, all
visible in one interface.

OUTSCAN PCI is an on-demand, SaaS

Snapshot

PCI compliance verification tool based

Snapshot works exactly the same as

on our OUTSCAN technology to verify

SWAT but in a 30-day engagement

and prove the compliance of credit

period, for companies needing a cost

card data handling with PCI Data

effective way to conduct security

Security Standard. As an Approved

testing when launching new apps or

Scanning Vendor (ASV) by the PCI

for ad hoc quality assurance.

Security Standards Council.

scanner. You’ll be alerted of any new
security breach and be able to focus

OUTSCAN is an on-demand security

PCI ASV
Compliance Security

with an integrated vulnerability

“

Using SWAT, many of
the not-so-obvious

“

never leaves your internal network.

It’s the only cloud analytics solution

security risks are made

visible. This enables us to
protect our applications
and data even further.

— IT Manager,
Large Financial
Services Enterprise
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Our Services
Supported and implemented by our Security Experts
Managed Services
Outpost24 offers a full-service alternative to internal management of cyber
exposure assessments, reducing the cost and time needed to hire, train and
manage an in-house IT security team. Regardless of business size, Outpost24’s
Managed Services will seamlessly integrate the vulnerability management
solution that meets the needs of your organization.

Penetration Testing Services
Outpost24 offers professional services to organizations looking for an added
element of human intelligence to their security program. Our ethical, technical
experts – professional “hackers” – hold certifications such as Certified Ethical
Hacker and CISSP and conduct detailed tests for technical and logical security
errors according to OWASP guidelines.
They then evaluate and document possible points of attack on your networks or
applications and explore points of weakness as a cybercriminal would. We offer
the following areas of professional services:
Network & Infrastructure

Web Application Testing

Mobile Application

Assessments

• Authenticated

Testing

• Internal & External

• Unauthenticated

• iOS

Audits

• Stress & DoS Testing

• Android

• Wireless Network Audits

• Applets

• Windows Mobile

• IPv4 & IPv6

• REST
• HTML5

Customer Success
We help customers unleash the full power of Outpost24, find and implement
technical solutions, and provide guidance through deep relationships with our
customers.

Our customers
Over 2,000 customers in more than
40 countries around the world trust
Outpost24 to assess their devices,
networks, applications, cloud and
container environments and report
compliance status for government,
industry sector, or internal regulations.
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The Outpost24 Advantage The only platform to provide full
stack cyber assessment
Security-focused Development

Innovation

Outpost24’s products and services are inherently

Outpost24 foresees market and organizational demands by

secure; our technology is developed in the context

pioneering full stack security assessment and continually

of security needs and not driven solely by

developing features to help our customers proactively protect

compliance directives.

their critical assets and maximize their technology investment

Direct Customer Support

High Accuracy

Our direct support ensures that all customers get the

Our innovative scanning tools are continuously improved to

technical support they need,

be the most accurate scanners on the market; Outpost24

on-demand, by qualified technology experts

maintains a uniquely low average of false positives.

Unlimited Scalability

Virtualization

Outpost24 tools fit internal and external networks of all

Outpost24 supports all major virtulization and cloud

sizes and can integrate with different appliances to

platforms, resulting in simple, swift and seamless

increase scalability and span vast networks.

deployment, distribution and management of security
insights.

Management-minded Reporting

Global Presence

We help you bridge technical cyber assessment

Outpost24 understands the unique differences between

management details and business interests by offering

markets. Our security and technical experts throughout

solution-based insights that facilitate and prioritize

the world work around the clock to help our customers

remediation efforts.

improve cyber resilience.

Go to outpost24.com to find out more

Outpost24 Headquarters
Skeppsbrokajen 8
SE-371 33 Karlskrona, Sweden
Phone: +46 455 612 300
info@outpost24.com

Outpost24 US
50 South Main Street,
Suite 200
Naperville IL 60540
Phone: +1 (630) 352 2283

